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SUMMARY
In this paper we design an adaptive air charge estimator for turbocharged diesel engines using intake
manifold pressure, temperature and engine speed measurements. This adaptive observer scheme does not
depend on mass air ﬂow sensors and can be applied to diesel engines with no exhaust gas recirculation
(EGR). The performance of the adaptive scheme is shown in simulations to be comparable to conventional
air charge estimation schemes if perfect temperature measurements are available. The designed scheme
cannot estimate fast transients and its performance deteriorates with temperature sensor lags. Despite
all these diﬃculties, this paper demonstrates that (i) the proposed scheme has better robustness to
modelling errors because it provides a closed-loop observer design, and (ii) robust air charge estimation is
achievable even without air ﬂow sensors if good (fast) temperature sensors become available. Finally,
we provide a rigorous proof and present the implementation challenges as well as the limiting factors of this
adaptation scheme and point to hardware and temperature sensor requirements. Copyright # 2004 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Air charge estimation is an integral part of modern automotive controllers and a critical
algorithm for low emission vehicles. In gasoline throttled port fuel injection engines air charge
estimation is used to schedule the fuel injection command that will result in a cylinder mixture
with stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio. The air-to-fuel ratio regulation to the stoichiometric fuel
value is a stringent requirement that ensures high conversion of the CO, HC, and NOx feedgas
pollutants to less harmful tailpipe emissions through the three-way-catalytic (TWC) converter
[1]. The fuel scheduling is typically controlled via a combination of a measured AFR (feedback)
n
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signal and an estimated cylinder air charge (feedforward) signal. Seminal contributions can be
reviewed in References [2–5] and the references therein.
Air charge estimation is used in diesel engines to limit the fuel ﬂow command and avoid low
AFR. Low AFR is undesirable because it results in visible smoke and excessive particulate
matter. Turbocharged diesel engines typically operate with very lean mixtures ðAFR > 35Þ thus
the fuel is scheduled to meet the driver torque demand and road load. During fast accelerations
or sudden load changes the scheduled fuel ﬂow can cause rich AFR excursions ðAFR5AFRsl ¼
25Þ and consequently visible smoke generation. The rich AFR excursions last until the air ﬂow
adjusts to a new higher value due to the increase of the exhaust gas energy, and consequent
increase in turbocharger speed and compressor ﬂow [6]. This transient excursion can be avoided
if an accurate air charge estimator is used to trigger an upper limit to the fuel ﬂow that keeps the
actual AFR above the smoke limit [7].
The diﬃculty is mostly during transients and requires characterisation of the engine breathing
dynamics [8] to analyse and develop real-time algorithms [9]. Most of the estimation and control
algorithms are similar to the ones developed for throttled gasoline engines taking only into
account the diﬀerences due to the turbocharger and intercooler dynamics. The air charge
estimation is based again on a static volumetric eﬃciency map that depends on intake manifold
(boost) pressure and engine speed. During transient fueling changes however, there are very
large deviations of the instantaneous ratio between the exhaust and intake manifold pressure
from their steady-state values. These transient deviations have signiﬁcant eﬀects to the value of
the engine breathing capacity and its air charge estimation. Characterisation of this dynamic
breathing behaviour requires the additional parameterisation of volumetric eﬃciency with
respect to exhaust manifold pressure [10, 11].
Hence additional sensors are considered. In Reference [12] an exhaust manifold pressure
sensor is introduced in addition to an intake manifold pressure sensor to facilitate the prediction
of the transient breathing characteristics. The complexity introduced by the varying intake
manifold temperature is addressed in Reference [13] and the authors indicate the beneﬁts of fast
temperature measurement. Additional measurements such as a universal (linear) exhaust gas
oxygen (EGO) sensor for AFR feedback in Reference [14] and closed-loop air charge estimation
in Reference [15] are also investigated.
Another important collection of work on air charge estimation is proposing the use of
adaptive observers for on-line estimation of the engine breathing characteristics. This approach
is especially desirable due to the reduced engine mapping requirements and thus easy vehicle
calibration and low development cost [16]. It is also necessary during signiﬁcant aging and
parameter variations [15]. Moreover, it has been proposed in order to account for the engine
dynamic behaviour during fast transients after appropriate parameterisation [17–19]. All the
above eﬀorts depend on traditional sensing scheme of speed, intake manifold pressure, and inlet
air ﬂow.
In this paper an adaptive air charge estimation scheme is presented that uses intake manifold
temperature sensors instead of the expensive and delicate air ﬂow sensor. The proposed scheme
can only work for engines with no EGR. Indeed, EGR changes the intake mass composition
and requires additional measurements. After a few preliminary notes for the engine model
dynamics, the measurements and the system observability are presented in Section 2, the
algorithm is presented in Section 3. The proof delineates the diﬃculties arising from the slow
temperature sensors and unmodelled sensor dynamics in Section 3.1. A simulation of the
estimation scheme assuming a fast temperature sensor (with 100–200 ms time constant) is
Copyright # 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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included in Section 4 to allow comparison with the traditional estimation schemes. Although
such fast thermocouples are not available currently, we believe that it is important to show what
is achievable with this scheme if fast temperature measurements become available in the future.

2. PRELIMINARIES
In the sequel, ð%Þ denotes a measured variable, or a variable constructed from measurements
only, so that x% is the measurement of x: The notation ð#Þ is used for estimated variables and the
ð*Þ is used for the error in the estimated variables. The set of positive real numbers excluding zero
is denoted by Rþ ; x’ denotes ðd=dtÞx; and Pn ðxÞ is an nth order polynomial in x: The operator
½Huðt; NÞ denotes the ﬁlter with the output y ¼ CðNðtÞÞx þ DðNðtÞÞu with x’ ¼ AðNðtÞÞx þ B 
ðNðtÞÞu: For convenience, the dependency on the time-varying signal NðtÞ will be omitted so that
½HuðtÞ ¼ ½Huðt; NÞ: Similarly, we will omit the time dependence on signals so that u ¼ uðtÞ;
N ¼ NðtÞ; etc. A complete list of all the variables used is in Appendix B. Some of the physical
variables are shown in Figure 1 and we deﬁne them in the following text when they are ﬁrst
introduced.
2.1. Model and estimation schemes
The engine is approximated as a ‘continuous ﬂow device’ such as a pump. The objective of this
paper is to develop an accurate estimate for the air ﬂow through the engine W1e that is assumed
to be constant during a cycle and is given by
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Vd
R1
2
W1e ¼ k1 k3 Nm1 Zv ; k3 ¼
; k1 ¼
ð1Þ
R1 120
V1
where R1 is the air gas constant, V1 is the volume of the intake manifold, Vd is the engine total
displacement volume, m1 is the mass in the intake manifold and Zv is the volumetric eﬃciency
[10, 11]:
  
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p2
Zv ¼ Zr
ð2Þ
Zz N; T1
p1
where Zr accounts for the pumping losses due to diﬀerent pressures in the exhaust ðp2 Þ and
intake ðp1 Þ manifold. The term Zz accounts for the eﬀects of the piston speed which depends on
wc1
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Figure 1. A turbocharged diesel engine with intercooler.
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the engine speed ðNÞ and the velocity of sound in the intake manifold (Mach number) through
the temperature ðT1 Þ:
This model is clearly not valid for short time intervals because it disregards the cylinder-tocylinder events, but it has good accuracy on time scales slightly larger than an engine cycle
[8, 20, 21]. The energy balance (Equation (3)) and mass balance (Equation (4)) in the intake
manifold given adiabatic conditions result in the state equation for pressure, p1 ; and mass, m1 ;
respectively. They are related with the intake manifold temperature, T1 ; through the ideal gas
law (5):
p’1 ¼ kk21 ðWc1 Ti  W1e T1 Þ

ð3Þ

m’ 1 ¼ Wc1  W1e

ð4Þ

T1 ¼

1 p1
k21 m1

ð5Þ

where k is the ratio of speciﬁc heats and Ti the intercooler temperature that depends on
compressor and intercooler eﬃciencies and is diﬀerent from T1 during transients. The model
described by Equations (1)–(5) is used after several simpliﬁcations and assumptions in all the
existing implementations of air charge estimation. These schemes and their related measurements are summarised below and serve as basis for comparison.
Modelling the air charge and the cylinder air ﬂow is simpliﬁed in throttled engines because the
intake manifold air temperature and the air inlet temperature are considered constant and equal
to the ambient temperature ðT1 ¼ Ti ¼ Ta Þ: This eliminates one of the two state equations (3)–
(4) and simpliﬁes the intake manifold ﬁlling dynamics. Moreover, the volumetric eﬃciency can
be simpliﬁed and represented as a function of the intake manifold pressure and engine speed,
only: Zv ¼ Pv ðN; p1 Þ: This function can be derived using engine ﬂow measurements during
steady-state conditions.
In the ‘MAP’-based air charge estimation scheme the key measurement is the intake manifold
absolute pressure (MAP) that provides exact pressure measurements, i.e. p%1 ¼ p1 : Temperature
is measured with conventional (slow) sensors providing T% 1 : It is almost always true that N% ¼ N;
and thus, Z# v ¼ Pv ðN; p%1 Þ: Open-loop estimation is used to calculate the engine air ﬂow using (1)
and (5):
p%1
Pv ðN; p%1 Þ
ð6Þ
W# 1e ¼ k3 N
T% 1
In addition to modelling errors in Pv that aﬀects both transient and steady-state estimated air
charge, this scheme is prone to temperature variations.
In the ‘MAF’-based estimation scheme we assume perfect measurement of the mass air ﬂow
(MAF) into the manifold W% c1 ¼ Wc1 (or W% thr ¼ Wthr for throttled engines). This scheme either
assumes (i) that the diﬀerence between W1e and Wc1 is negligible and thus uses W1e ¼ W% c1 even
during transients, or (ii) utilises dynamic compensation for the manifold ﬁlling dynamics based
on a map of the steady-state air ﬂow Pw ðN; p1 ; T1 Þ as shown in Reference [22]:
p’#1 ¼ kk2 T1 ðW% c1  Pw ðN; p#1 ; T% 1 ÞÞ
ð7Þ
1

W# 1e ¼ Pw ðN; p#1 ; T% 1 Þ
Copyright # 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Errors in Pw ðN; p1 ; T1 Þ and the assumption of constant (or slowly varying) T1 will cause errors
during transients.
The two major simpliﬁcations that the traditional air charge estimation schemes make are:
(a) Volumetric eﬃciency and consequently engine air ﬂow do not depend on exhaust
manifold pressure (downstream pressure).
(b) Intake manifold temperature is constant.
Volumetric eﬃciency (item (a)) in turbocharged diesel engines is a function of p2 : To
circumvent the p2 based parameterisation in Equation (2), we will assume that the volumetric
eﬃciency depends on N and a time-varying parameter yðtÞ that needs to be identiﬁed so that
Zv ðtÞ ¼ Pr ðNðtÞÞyðtÞ

ð9Þ

where Pr ðNÞ > 0 is a polynomial in N that accounts for the pumping rate’s dependency on
engine speed. The variable yðtÞ is an unknown time-varying coeﬃcient that accounts for all the
other phenomena mentioned. Note that in TC diesel engines we have to assume that yðtÞ is a
time-varying parameter because of the fast variations of p2 =p1 : In throttled engines we can
assume that yðtÞ is an unknown constant or a slow-varying parameter as in References [15, 16].
The fact that mass and pressure are independent during transients is usually neglected in
conventional estimation schemes where Ti and T1 are assumed equal and constant (item (b)).
This variability is represented in Equations (3)–(4) and the model we use after the volumetric
eﬃciency parameterisation becomes
p’1 ¼ kk21 k3 NPr ðNÞyp1 þ kk21 Wc1 Ti

ð10Þ

m’ 1 ¼ k21 k3 NPr ðNÞym1 þ Wc1

ð11Þ

We use pressure and temperature measurements (Ti and T1 ) for on-line estimation of yðtÞ and
then create a closed-loop observer for m1 that is needed for the air ﬂow estimation (Equation
(1)). The observability of the system states with this sensing scheme is presented in Section 2.3.
2.2. Measurements
Sensor selection in engines depends on their cost, reliability and precision. The engine speed N is
assumed measured throughout the sequel, and it is precise so we assume N% ¼ N: The ﬂow into
the intake manifold, Wc1 ; is typically measured with a hot wire anemometer, W% c1 ; but its
performance deteriorates with use even for expensive devices. This is why we explore its
replacement if fast temperature sensors become available. Intake manifold pressure, p1 ; can be
measured precisely with a large bandwidth at moderate cost relative to Wc1 : However, the
engine events cause pressure ﬂuctuations so that p%1 ¼ p1 þ Dp1 ; where Dp1 represents the
cylinder-to-cylinder ﬂow events and the unmodelled dynamics which are not present in the mean
value model. The term Dp1 typically has a rectiﬁed sinusoidal shape with frequency of the
sinusoid equal to 2pN=60 rad=s appearing as measurement ‘noise’ which might destabilize the
identiﬁed scheme for the parameter yðtÞ:
Temperature measurements are typically conducted with thermocouples which have a time
constant varying with the ﬂow of air. The fastest thermocouples are signiﬁcantly slower than p1
measurements, so temperature measurements limit the observer bandwidth. However, there is
signiﬁcant development in automotive sensors from the progression of microelectro-mechanical
Copyright # 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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systems (MEMS) which might result in higher bandwidth automotive temperature sensors in the
future. Note here that in experimental conﬁgurations, one can use co-axial thermocouples [23]
to obtain fast response metal wall surface temperature measurements.
The temperature of air leaving the intercooler, Ti ; can be assumed to be slowly time varying
due to the high eﬃciency of air-to-air intercoolers and the slowly varying ambient temperature
[24]. For better precision a measurement has to be taken. The cost versus precision
considerations are the same as for the T1 measurement.
2.3. Observability based on temperature measurements
The issue of observability for a stable plant addresses whether it is possible to create an observer
whose state estimate converges faster to the actual state than the plants dynamics, given perfect
knowledge of the plant, the inputs and the outputs except its present state. In the linear case the
famous Kalman rank condition can be used to check if the plant is observable. However, for a
general nonlinear system there is no generic way of checking observability, and the observer
structure is unknown. For completeness we review here some deﬁnitions of nonlinear
observability [25].
Observability for the system x ¼ f ðx; uÞ with y ¼ hðx; uÞ with state x 2 D; control input u 2 U
and solution Fðxðt0 Þ; u; tÞ at time t from the initial condition xðt0 Þ; can be deﬁned with the
concept of indistinguishable initial conditions.
Deﬁnition 1 (Indistinguishable states)
The initial condition pair ðxðt0 Þ; x0 ðt0 ÞÞ; xðt0 Þ=x0 ðt0 Þ; is said to be indistinguishable by u if
hðFðxðt0 Þ; u; tÞ; uÞ ¼ hðFðx0 ðt0 Þ; u; tÞ; uÞ 8t5t0 : If the pair is indistinguishable by all u; it is said to
be indistinguishable.
Deﬁnition 2 (Observability)
A nonlinear system is observable if it does not have any indistinguishable pairs of states.
Note that observability of a nonlinear system does not exclude the possibility of states
indistinguishable by some inputs. So observability is in general not enough to be able to design a
closed-loop observer. There have to be additional constraints on the input. Such an input is
called a universal input:
Deﬁnition 3 (Universal input)
An input u 2 U is universal on ½t0 ; t if for every pair of distinct states xðt0 Þ and x0 ðt0 Þ there exists
t 2 ½t0 ; t such that hðFðxðt0 Þ; u; tÞ; uÞ=hðFðx0 ðt0 Þ; u; tÞ; uÞ: If u is universal for all t > 0 it is just
said to be universal.
A non-universal input is called a singular input. If the system is observable and U only contains
universal inputs, it is possible to create an observer whose state converges faster to the actual
state than the plants dynamics. Such a plant is said to be uniformly observable.
Deﬁnition 4 (Uniformly observable (UO))
A system that is observable and all inputs u are universal is said to be uniformly observable.
Copyright # 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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It should be emphasised that even if a system is UO, the observer structure is unknown for a
general nonlinear system. In order to evaluate the observability properties of a system directly
from the deﬁnition of indistinguishable states, it is necessary to have the explicit solution
Fðxðt0 Þ; u; tÞ which is rarely available for nonlinear systems. It is therefore in general not possible
to check observability directly by using the deﬁnition of indistinguishable states.
In our case to estimate W# 1e we need to produce an estimate of m1 since it cannot be measured
directly. Observability of m1 can then be assessed from p1 and/or T1 measurements assuming
correct system equations, (10)–(11), and perfect knowledge of all the model parameters Zv and
Wc1 ; Ti ; N as follows. Equations (10)–(11) and (5) can be written
"
# "
#
kk21 k3 NðtÞZv ðtÞp1 þ kk21 Wc1 Ti
p’1
¼
ð12Þ
k21 k3 NðtÞZv ðtÞm1 þ Wc1
m’ 1
T1 ¼

1 p1
k21 m1

ð13Þ

where xT ¼ ½p1 ; m1  is the state and T1 is the output. Equation (12) is a nonlinear system.
However, if we consider u0T ¼ ½Wc1 Ti ; Wc1  any input and NðtÞ as the known model parameter,
the state equation (12) can be viewed as a linear time-varying system
#"
"
# "
#"
# " 2
#
p1
p’1
kaðtÞ
0
kk1 0 Wc1 Ti
¼
þ
ð14Þ
0 1
Wc1
m’ 1
0
aðtÞ m1
aðtÞ ¼ k21 k3 NðtÞZv ðtÞ
with a nonlinear output equation if y ¼ hðxÞ ¼ T1 given by (13).
If we denote Fðxðt0 Þ; u; tÞ the solution to (14) at time t with initial condition xðt0 Þ with input u;
the output becomes
T1 ðtÞ ¼ g1 ðFðxðt0 Þ; u; tÞÞ
R
k
k
2 t
1 ðF1 ðt; t0 ÞÞ p1 ðt0 Þ þ kk1 t0 ðF1 ðt; tÞÞ Wc1 Ti ðtÞ dt
¼ : 2
Rt
k1
F1 ðt; t0 Þm1 ðt0 Þ þ t F1 ðt; tÞWc1 dt

ð15Þ

0

where the state transition matrix is
Fðt; tÞ ¼ e

k21 k3

Rt
t

NðsÞZv ðsÞ ds

ð16Þ

Thus, system (2) is uniformly observable (UO) from (13) because there no states xðt0 Þ=x0 ðt0 Þ
such that g1 ðFðxðt0 Þ; u; tÞÞ ¼ g1 ðFðx0 ðt0 Þ; u; tÞÞ for all time and all possible inputs. Note that if we
consider y ¼ p1 the output equation (13) does not contain m1 ; and system (12) is decoupled, thus
observability is lost.
If both p1 and T1 are measured, system (12)–(13) is obviously observable since it is so in the
case when only T1 is measured. However, it is beneﬁcial to consider this case to see the eﬀects of
the additional measurement. In particular, it is interesting to see that the two measurements
together result in a linear time-varying system. We can now disregard the p’1 equation in the
observability assessment since we measure p1 ; and there is no coupling between the states.
Copyright # 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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T1 must now be considered an input, and the system becomes
m’ 1 ¼ aðtÞm1 þ Wc1

ð17Þ

p1 ¼ k21 T1 m1 ¼: CðuÞm1

ð18Þ

which is a linear time-varying system. The state transition matrix for this system is (16), and the
observability grammian becomes
Z tþT
Oðt; T; uÞ ¼
FT ðt; tÞC T ðuðtÞÞCðuðtÞÞFðt; tÞ dt
t

¼ k41

Z
t

tþT

T12 ðtÞe

2k21 k3

Rt
t

NðsÞZv ðsÞ ds

dt

Since T1 ; N and Zv are positive 8t we have that Oðt; T; uÞ > 0 8T > 0; and 8u ¼ ½Wc1 ; Ti ; N; T1  in
the corresponding input space, and we can conclude that m1 is UO from yT ¼ ½p1 ; T1 :
Note here that although p1 is measured and thus we can disregard the p’1 equation in the
observability assessment, the actual measurement p%1 has additional ﬂuctuations that can
destabilize the adaptive scheme. Owing to these ﬂuctuations we use a feedback observer for p1
and do not disregard the p1 dynamics from the adaptive observer.
3. ADAPTIVE OBSERVER SCHEME
Since Wc1 is an expensive and often imprecise measurement, it is desirable to develop a scheme
that does not rely on it. Consequently, neither the identiﬁcation scheme nor the observer can
utilize this signal. This is possible since a parameterisation of the plant independent of Wc1 can
be derived in any of the co-ordinates ðp1 ; m1 Þ; ðp1 ; T1 Þ or ðm1 ; T1 Þ: By constructing the
measurement m% 1 ¼ ð1=k21 Þ Tp%%1 from the ideal gas law (5), it is possible to realize the equations for
1
the identiﬁer and the observer. For compactness of presentation, this scheme will only be
presented in the co-ordinates xT :¼ ½p1 ; m1 ; but by using the same methodology it is possible to
derive similar schemes in the two other co-ordinates mentioned.
In the observer, Wc1 is replaced with a constant W; and the resulting error is cancelled with
feedback from the measurements. The addition of the T1 measurement is essential since the
states are not observable from p1 alone. The beneﬁts of the extra measurement are a closed-loop
observer whose error dynamics converge faster and are less sensitive to modelling errors than an
open-loop observer. This identiﬁcation scheme is sensitive to errors in T% i since the cancellation
of Wc1 in the parameterisation makes T% i a factor in the identiﬁcation error. Consequently, Ti
must be measured, so the total measurements become: p1 ; T1 ; Ti and N:
Using the parameterisation Zv ¼ Pz ðNÞy and adding estimation error injection to Equations
(10) and (11) and replacing all signals with their measurements (p%1 ; T% i ; m% 1 ¼ ð1=k21 Þp%1 =T% 1 ), and
W% c1 ¼ const: ¼ W (any value would work) the observer becomes
ð19Þ
p’#1 ¼ kk2 k3 NPz ðNÞy# p%1 þ kk2 W T% i þ gp1 ðp%1  p#1 Þ
1

1

’# 1 ¼ k2 k3 NPz ðNÞy# m% 1 þ W þ gm1 ðm% 1  m# 1 Þ
m
1

ð20Þ

W# 1e ¼ k21 k3 NPz ðNÞy# m# 1

ð21Þ

where, gp1 and gm1 are observer gains to be determined in the design process.
Copyright # 2004 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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After we multiply (11) with kk21 Ti and subtract (10) with the parameterisation Zv ¼ Pz ðNÞy we
derive a reliable identiﬁcation scheme that is linear in y and can guarantee convergence of y* to 0:
kk21 Ti m’ 1  p’1 ¼ kk21 k3 NPz ðNÞp1 y  kk41 k3 NPz ðNÞm1 Ti y

ð22Þ

¼ kk21 k3 NPz ðNÞðk21 m1 Ti  p1 Þy

ð23Þ

¼: GpN ðk21 m1 Ti  p1 Þy

ð24Þ

A ﬁlter Hf with cutoﬀ frequency linear in NðtÞ deﬁned as
with x’ f ¼ ko Nxf  ko Nu

½Hf uðtÞ ¼ xf

ð25Þ

with ko > 0 constant, is used to avoid the pure derivatives in (22). Next, deﬁne the signal ½fyðtÞ:
½Hf ðkk21 Ti m’ 1  p’1 Þ
¼ ½Hf GpN ðk21 m1 Ti  p1 Þy ¼: ½fy

ð26Þ
ð27Þ

and its implementable versions zðtÞ and z#ðtÞ:
zðtÞ :¼ ½f% yðtÞ ¼ ½Hf GpN ðk2 m% 1 T% i  p%1 ÞyðtÞ

ð28Þ

z#ðtÞ :¼ ½f% y# ðtÞ ¼ ½Hf GpN ðk21 m% 1 T% i  p%1 Þy# ðtÞ

ð29Þ

1

that are used for the identiﬁcation error eðtÞ:
eðtÞ :¼ zðtÞ  z#ðtÞ ¼ ½Hf GpN ðk21 m% 1 T% i  p%1 Þy* ðtÞ

ð30Þ

’
¼ f% ðtÞy* ðtÞ  ½Hs f% ðtÞy* ðtÞðtÞ

ð31Þ

% ðtÞy* ðtÞ  Es
¼f

ð32Þ

with the regressor
f% ðtÞ ¼ ½Hf GpN ðk21 m% 1 T% i  p%1 ÞðtÞ
ð33Þ
’
%
*
*
which is linear in the parameter error y if we ignore the swapping error es ¼ ½Hs fðtÞyðtÞ that
arises from pulling y* out of the ﬁlter Hf in (30) using Morse’s swapping lemma [26]. The ﬁlter Hs
in the swapping lemma is deﬁned by
½Hs uðtÞ :¼ xs

with x’ s ¼ ko Nxs þ u

ð34Þ

In Appendix A it is shown that we can obtain an implementable identiﬁcation error e%:

 




d
d
þ gm1 ðm% 1  m# 1 Þ Hf
þ gp1 ðp%1  p#1 Þ
e%ðtÞ ¼ kk21 Hf T% i
ð35Þ
dt
dt
based on measured and estimated variables. The identiﬁcation error e% is linear in the parameter
error y* except from some terms that depend on the pressure ripples Dp1 ¼ p%1  p1 and the
’% 1  m’ 1 : These terms will cause a
sensing errors DTi ¼ T% i  Ti ; DTm ¼ m% 1 T% i  m1 Ti ; Dm’ 1 ¼ m
bias in the estimate of y# :
The update law is chosen to be the gradient algorithm
8
< Gf% e% Z# v ¼ Pz ðNÞy# 2 SZ
’
y# ¼
G>0
ð36Þ
:0
Z# v ¼ Pz ðNÞy# 2= SZ
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where SZ is a bounded set and deﬁned as Zv ðtÞ 2 SZ :¼ fZv j05ZvMIN 4Zv 4ZvMAX g8t so that
yðtÞ 2 Sy ðtÞ :¼ fyðtÞjPr ðNðtÞÞyðtÞ 2 SZ g  Sy  Rþ 8t:
Theorem
The adaptive air charge estimation scheme summarised as the observer (19)–(21) with the
update law (36) driven by the identiﬁcation error (35) and the regressor in (33) has the following
properties:
(i) Assuming that there are no compressor instabilities, the state xT :¼ ½p1 ; m1  and the
input uT :¼ ½Ti ; T1 ; N belong in bounded sets, and thus, all the errors y* ; p*1 ; m* 1 ; W* 1e are
bounded.
(ii) If all the sensing errors and the pressure ripples are zero, and the parameter y is
constant, then the identiﬁed parameter converges to the true constant one ðy# ! yÞ
exponentially.
(iii) If we measure the compressor ﬂow accurately in addition to conditions in (ii), then
ðW# 1e ! W1e Þ exponentially.
The proof is given in Appendix A.
A simulation of the adaptive estimation compared to the traditional air charge estimation
schemes is shown in Figure 3. It performs similarly to the MAF scheme. The identiﬁcation error
(35) is more sensitive to the ripple Dp1 and the sensing errors Dm’ 1 ; etc. Since the eﬀects caused
by the sensing errors increase with the identiﬁcation gain G; this limits the feasible values for G;
and in turn the convergence rate of y* : Owing to the signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the
temperature and pressure sensor dynamics in this scheme, the higher-order dynamics introduced
by the sensors need to be accounted for if the convergence rate of y# is to be acceptable.
This scheme is not vulnerable to possible errors in the Wc1 measurement. In addition,
the observer equation for m# 1 (20) is closed-loop which gives better robustness to modelling
errors in the observer. These beneﬁcial features have been traded with one more measurement,
% is not always persistently
slower convergence time for y# ; and most notably that f
exciting.
The regressor f% is not always persistently exciting (PE). The PE condition fails when
2 % %
k1 T i m1 p%1 ¼ 0 in some time interval. If there are no sensor errors and no pressure ripples, the
PE condition implies that Ti ¼ ð1=k21 Þp1 =m1 ¼ T1 which is the case at equilibrium, where
instability of y# can occur.} This will make y# drift to the boundary of the projection set Sy ðtÞ:
Approximate tracking of the time varying yðtÞ cannot be assured when the PE condition fails.
One way to remedy this is to switch the adaption oﬀ when the regressor is close to zero and
k21 Ti m1  p1 is small.
3.1. Unmodelled dynamics introduced by the sensors
The sensors can be assumed to be linear ﬁrst-order systems, so that p%1 :¼ Hp1 p1 ; T% 1 :¼ HT1 T1
and T% i :¼ HTi Ti : For example consider the p1 measuring signal
p%1 ¼ ½Hp1 ðp1 þ Dp1 Þ ¼

}

pp1
1
ðp1 þ Dp1 Þ
ðp1 þ Dp1 Þ ¼
tp1 s þ 1
s þ pp1

ð37Þ

See Reference [27] for a treatment of instability phenomena in online parameter identiﬁcation.
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which introduces additional dynamics in the identiﬁcation error e% (second term in the right-hand
side of Equation (35)):


s þ gp1
d
þ gp1 Hp1 ðp%1 þ p#1 Þ ¼
ðp1 þ Dp1  ðtp1 s þ 1Þp#1 Þ
Hf
ð38Þ
dt
ðto s þ 1Þðtp1 s þ 1Þ
¼

s þ gp1
ðp*1 þ Dp1  tp1 sp#1 Þ
ðto s þ 1Þðtp1 s þ 1Þ

ð39Þ

This gives a considerable inverted initial response in y* from p#’1 :
The slow temperature measurement T1 relative to the p1 measurement creates problems for
the m% 1 approximation which becomes
½Hp1 pðtÞ
1 p%1
ð40Þ
¼
m% 1 ¼ 2
%
k1 T 1 ½HT1 T1 ðtÞ
This is very much diﬀerent from a slightly ﬁltered ½Hm m1 ðtÞ since the time constant of HT1 is
much larger than the time constant of Hp1 : In addition, the sensor dynamics of T% i further
worsen the transient behaviour of y* and can even destroy its convergence.
The problem with the m% 1 approximation can to some extent be removed by ﬁltering with a
ﬁlter Hc so that
m% 1 :¼

1 %
p1 ðtÞ
1 ½Hc p1 ðtÞ
1 ½Hc Hp1
¼
2
2
1
k1 ½Hc T1 ðtÞ k1 ½Hc HT1 T% 1 ðtÞ

ð41Þ

where the bandwidth of Hc is limited by the noise level and the time constant of T1 which is the
slowest measurement. Consequently, the high-frequency information in the p1 measurement
cannot be used if the temperature measurements are signiﬁcant slower, and the convergence of y*
will be slower. Also, note that the time constant of the temperature measurements is a function
of the ﬂow Wc1 which is not measured. This is a possible obstacle, but if overcome, and in
addition the temperature measurements are suﬃciently fast, the response of this scheme is
similar to the uncompensated one in Figure 3.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
To provide a bit of insight on the practicality of the above analysis we use a mean value model
of a turbocharged 2.0 l diesel engine documented in Reference [9] and consequently used for
control development in References [28, 29]. The adaptive air charge estimation is evaluated
during fueling level steps (from 5 to 15 kg=h at time 0:2 s and a negative step back to 5 kg=h at
t ¼ 0:7 s). Such a large increase in fuel ﬂow is typically followed by opening the wastegate or the
turbine nozzles in an engine equipped with variable geometry turbocharger (VGT). To match
typical operating engine conditions we also vary the road load. All the input traces are shown in
Figure 2.
The volumetric eﬃciency of the model is
Zv ¼ P3m ðNÞð1  0:003ðp02  p1 ÞÞ

where p02 ðtÞ ¼ p2 ðt  dðtÞÞ

ð42Þ

with dðtÞ ¼ ð60=NðtÞÞ12 (one event). Also, P3m ðNÞ is a third-order polynomial representing steady
state pumping as a function of engine speed.
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Figure 2. Inputs to the mean-value engine model.
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Figure 3. Engine air ﬂow as estimated by the adaptive observer based on engine speed, intake manifold
temperatures and pressure. The actual engine air ﬂow as well as the estimated using the traditional
MAP- and MAF-based estimation are shown for comparison.
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The Zv parameterisation for the proposed scheme is
Z# v ¼ ðP3m ðNÞ þ 0:15Þy#

ð43Þ

Whereas, the pumping rate for the speed density (‘MAP’) scheme in Equation (8) and mass air
ﬂow (‘MAF’) scheme in Equation (6) is
Z# v ¼ Pv ðN; p1 Þ ¼ ðP3m ðNÞ þ 0:15Þð1  0:003ðp2mean  p1 ÞÞ
Pw ðN; p1 ; T1 Þ ¼ k3 N

p1
Pv ðN; p1 Þ
T1

ð44Þ
ð45Þ

where p2mean is taken to be the average value of p2 in the simulation. In all three cases, Z# v has a
large constant deviation of 15% from the one used in the simulation model.
The time constant of Hp1 is 5 ms; and the 2.5% ripple in p%1 is represented in the model as
 




2p
NðtÞ  0:0125p1
ð46Þ
Dp1 ðtÞ ¼ 0:127324  sin
60
The temperature sensor time constant for the MAF schemes is 1:0 s; whereas we assume a time
constant of 0:1 s for the proposed (temperature-based) scheme. Although the adaptive observer
has the appropriate ﬁlters for dealing with temperature sensor time constant of 0:1 s; there are
no sensor dynamics modelled when simulating the proposed scheme.
The estimation parameters for this simulation are: to ¼ ð0:08NÞ1 ; G ¼ 0:03; gp1 ¼ 300; gm1
¼ 1000; W% c1 ¼ 0:05: The engine air ﬂow estimation results are shown in Figure 3. Although the
proposed observer does not have the bandwidth needed to capture the large initial air excursion,
it has a similar W1e estimate with the traditional ‘MAF’-based estimator that utilises a mass air
ﬂow sensor and slow temperature measurements. One should note that the comparison between
the proposed and the MAF scheme is unfair due to the diﬀerences in the assumed temperature
sensor dynamics. However, the comparison illustrates that robust air charge estimation is
achievable even without air ﬂow sensors if good (fast) temperature sensors are available. This
robustness, reduction in engine mapping, and potential cost elimination from the elimination of
the air ﬂow sensor, comes at the expense of algorithmic challenges and elaborate sensor
characterisation.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we use a temperature measurement instead of MAF and show that in the case of
zero-EGR the proposed adaptive observer is comparable in performance to the conventional
‘MAF’-based air charge estimation. Advances in temperature sensor technology will greatly
facilitate adaptive control and observer design in advanced technology engines because it
contains additional information on the dynamics not easily recovered otherwise.
Fast temperature sensors are considered in addition to ﬂow and pressure sensors in engines
with exhaust gas recirculation. Exhaust gas recirculation gives rise to burnt gas fraction
dynamics in the intake and the exhaust manifold. These dynamics are weakly observable by ﬂow
and pressure measurements of intake manifold variables [13] and require additional sensors such
as temperature to enable observability. In-cylinder air estimation in engines with EGR is much
harder and requires more sensors and non-trivial modiﬁcations of the proposed estimation
scheme. The air charge estimation for engines with EGR will be addressed in future work.
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF THEOREM
As we have indicated in Section 3 the implementable identiﬁcation error is linear with respect to
the parameter error except from some terms that depend on sensing errors and higher-order
cylinder-to-cylinder dynamics. These terms can cause estimation bias or even destabilisation, we
thus start the proof of (i) by identifying these terms and then quantifying their eﬀects on the
parameter error convergence.
First, let zðtÞ in (28)
% y ¼ ½Hf GpN ðk2 m% 1 T% i  p%1 Þy
z ¼ ½f
1

ðA1Þ

¼ ½Hf ðGpN ðk21 m1 Ti  p1 Þy  GpN k21 ðm1 Ti  m% 1 T% i Þy þ GpN ðp1  p%1 ÞyÞ

ðA2Þ

¼ ½Hf GpN ðk21 m1 Ti  p1 Þy  ½Hf GpN ðk21 DTm þ Dp1 Þy

ðA3Þ

¼ ½Hf ðkk21 m’ 1 Ti  p’1 Þ  ½Hf GpN ðk21 DTm þ Dp1 Þy
using Equations ð22Þ2ð24Þ

ðA4Þ

Similarly, z#ðtÞ from (29) can be implemented as
z# ¼ ½f% y#  ¼ ½Hf GpN ðk21 m% 1 T% i  p%1 Þy# ðtÞ

ðA5Þ

¼ ½Hf kk41 k3 NPz ðNÞm% 1 T% i y#  þ ½Hf kk21 k3 NPz ðNÞp%1 y# 

ðA6Þ

’# 1  W  gm1 ðm% 1  m# 1 ÞÞ
¼ ½Hf kk21 T% i ðm
 ½Hf ðp’#1  kk21 T% i W  gp1 ðp%1  p#1 ÞÞ
’# 1  gm1 ðm% 1  m# 1 ÞÞ  ½Hf ðp’#1  gp1 ðp%1  p#1 ÞÞ
¼ ½Hf kk21 T% i ðm

ðA7Þ
ðA8Þ

where, we used (19)–(20) to derive (A7) from (A6) above.
Manipulating (A4) and (A8) and utilising the sensing error deﬁnitions DTi ¼ T% i  Ti ; DTm ¼
’% 1  m’ 1 and the pressure ripples Dp1 ¼ p%1  p1 we derive the identiﬁcation
m% 1 T% i  m1 Ti ; Dm’ 1 ¼ m
error as
e ¼ zðtÞ  z#


  




d
d
þ gm1 ðm% 1  m# 1 Þ  Hf
þ gp1 ðp%1  p#1 Þ
¼ e%ðtÞ ¼ kk21 Hf T% i
dt
dt


d
 kk21 ½Hf ðT% i Dm’ 1 þ DTi m’ 1 Þ þ Hf
Dp1
dt
 ½Hf GpN ðk21 DTm þ Dp1 Þy
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If we neglect the terms in the third line of (A9), this results in the implementable identiﬁcation
error in (35) or more speciﬁcally:
e% ¼ e  kk2 ½Hf ðT% i Dm’ 1 þ DTi m’ 1 Þ þ ½Hdf Dp1   ½Hf GpN ðk2 DTm þ Dp1 Þy
1

1

’
¼ f% y*  ½Hs f% ðtÞy* ðtÞ  kk21 ½Hf ðT% i Dm’ 1 þ DTi m’ 1 Þ þ ½Hdf Dp1 
 ½Hf GpN ðk21 DTm þ Dp1 Þy

ðA10Þ

% and the parameter error y* in the
where we used (31) to explicitly include the regressor f
implementable identiﬁcation error e%: We also employed the simpliﬁed notation of the ﬁlter
½Hdf u ¼ ½Hf ðd=dtÞuðtÞ:
½Hdf uðtÞ ¼ xdf þ ko Nu

with x’ df ¼ ko Nxdf  k2o N 2 u

ðA11Þ

Using (36) we deﬁne the rate of change of the parameter error:
’
% ðf
% y*  ½Hs f
% ðtÞy*’ ðtÞ  ½Hdf Dp1  þ ½Hf ðkk2 ðT% i Dm’ 1 þ DTi m’ 1 Þ
y* ¼ y’  Gf
1
þ GpN ðk21 DTm þ Dp1 ÞyÞÞ

ðA12Þ

By expanding the ﬁlter notation (25), (34) and (A11) and combining them into the dynamical
state xa we can derive the following second-order system:
2 3 2
3
% 3 " xa #
x’ a
ko N þ Gf% 2 Gf
4 5 ¼4
5
’
%2
y*
Gf%
Gf
y*
2
3
2
3 fse ðDTi ; Dm’ 1 ; DTmÞ
2
% þ ko NÞ f% 6
ko N ko NðGf
7
7
56
Dp1
þ4
ðA13Þ
4
5
%
0
ko NGf
1
y’
where the term that corresponds to all the sensor errors is fse ðDTi ; Dm’ 1 ; DTmÞ ¼ kk21 
ðT% i Dm’ 1 þ DTi m’ 1 Þ þ k21 GpN DTmy: The linear time-varying system in (A13) that can be expressed
as x’ ¼ AðtÞx þ BðtÞu is exponentially stable since the eigenvalues of AðtÞ þ AT ðtÞ can satisfy
Z t
lmaxðAþAT Þ ðtÞ dt4  lðt  t0 Þ þ m 8t > t0
ðA14Þ
t0

for some positive constant l and m: If we assume bounded sensing errors one also can show that
BðtÞuðtÞ is bounded. We thus conclude that the parameter error y* is bounded.
Owing to the estimation error injection in Equations (19) and (20) the dynamical systems
for p#1 and m# 1 are stable and their input is bounded, thus, the air ﬂow error W* 1e is
bounded.
A.1. Zero sensing errors
If the pressure ripples Dp1 ¼ p%1  p1 and the sensing errors DTi ¼ T% i  Ti ; DTm ¼ m% 1 T% i 
’% 1  m’ 1 are all zero, then the e% ¼ e and thus the only bias for the parameter error
m1 Ti ; Dm’ 1 ¼ m
will depend on the swapping error in Equation (32):
’
% ðf
% y*  ½Hs f
% ðtÞy*’ ðtÞÞ
y* ¼ y’  Gf
ðA15Þ
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By expanding the ﬁlter Hs to its state space representation we obtain
’
% xs
y* ¼ y’  Gf% 2 y* þ Gf

ðA16Þ

’
% xs 
% ½y’  Gf% 2 y* þ Gf
x’ s ¼ ko Nxs þ f% y* ¼ ko Nxs þ f
and its state space form
2
4

x’ s
’
y*

3

2

5¼4

%2
ko N þ Gf

%3
Gf

Gf%

%2
Gf

3"
5

xs
y*

#

"
þ

%
f

#

y’

ðA17Þ

ðA18Þ

1

which can be expressed as x’ ¼ Ans x þ By’ and has stable dynamics because the eigenvalues
satisfy (A14) since lðAns þATns Þ ¼ lðAþAT Þ : As a result, y* is bounded if y’ is bounded. Moreover,
y* ! 0 if y’ ¼ 0 (time invariant volumetric eﬃciency and correctly parameterised).
A.2. Measured compressor air ﬂow
If there are no pressure ripples and no sensor errors it is easy to show that
p’*1 ¼ gp1 p*1  kk2 k3 NPz ðNÞp1 y* þ kk2 Ti ðWc1  WÞ
1

1

ðA19Þ

’* 1 ¼ gp1 m* 1  k2 k3 NPz ðNÞm1 y* þ ðWc1  WÞ
m
1

ðA20Þ

W* 1e ¼ k1 k3 NPz ðNÞðym* 1 þ y* m# 1 Þ

ðA21Þ

If the true volumetric eﬃciency is given by (9), i.e. Pr ¼ Pz with constant parameter y; and the
compressor ﬂow is measured ðW ¼ Wc1 Þ; it is easy to show that p*1 ! 0; m* 1 ! 0 and W* 1e ! 0:

APPENDIX B: NOMENCLATURE
ko
m1
m2
N
p1
p2
pa
R1
r
T1
T2
Ta
Tc
Ti
V1
Vd
W1e
Wc1

ﬁlter coeﬃcient
mass of gas in the intake manifold (kg)
mass of gas in the exhaust manifold (kg)
engine speed (rpm)
pressure in the intake manifold (kPa)
pressure in the exhaust manifold (kPa)
ambient pressure (kPa)
gas constant for the intake manifold ðkJ=ðkg KÞ
engine compression ratio (dimensionless)
temperature of gas in the intake manifold (K)
temperature of gas in the exhaust manifold (K)
ambient temperature (K)
temperature of the air leaving the compressor (K)
temperature of the gas leaving the intercooler (K)
volume of the intake manifold ðm3 Þ
total engine displacement volume ðm3 Þ
mass ﬂow into the engine (kg/s)
mass ﬂow from compressor to intake manifold (kg/s)
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Wt
Wf
G
e and e%
Es
Zv
%
f and f

559

throttle mass ﬂow (kg/s)
engine fueling level (kg/h)
identiﬁcation gain for the gradient algorithm see Equation (36) (dimensionless)
identiﬁcation error and implementable identiﬁcation error
swapping error see Equation (32)
volumetric eﬃciency of the engine (dimensionless)
regressor signal and implementable regressor signal
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